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An Adult Coloring Book Featuring Monsters and Off-Beat Stories. Underwater creatures, solemn

yetis, and demented daisies come together for you to color and let go and relax! Each and every

creature has a short story that sets the scene! The images in this book are pretty detailed, but there

are plenty of open spaces to stretch out and let loose! Recommended for colored pencils or

crayons, Grimmleigh's Beastly Oddities can also be colored with markers by placing a sheet of

card-stock behind the page you are coloring!
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I was looking for a manual on care for daisies, they run rampant in my yard. I saw the cover for this

and figured it would be a perfect companion in my strategic yard care action plan. I do not

recommend it for this purpose. In the pages of this book were stories that didn't help the daisies at

all. And the dopey, toothy grin that daisy on the cover is giving? Reading my yard daisies these

stories turned them into that. Except vicious. I still can't find my dog.I think they ate him.Buy this if

you're looking for a coloring book. As a daisy care manual, you'd be better off torching the yard.

I was expecting a coloring book featuring Leigh's unique brand of cute and creepy artwork, which I

got. I wasn't expecting the stories, thoughts, and all around fun that came with it too. All in all, it's a

wonderful adult coloring book.



So excited! I love Leigh's art and he's an awesome Geek so it makes buying this even better! So

happy I can support my fellow artists. Can't wait to get coloring! And I love all the little stories, that's

a very nice touch.

Really, a true geek couldn't find a better source for dating advice, than is found here. I mean, you

think you're just going to have a bit of fun with crayons, coloring monsters and such. And then, bam!

There is the most perfect dating advice for the socially awkward!Moonwalking really was the missing

key, for me. Thanks to Leigh and this coloring book, my happily ever after is within reach!

I no longer have to find cover in order to break out a box of coloring goodness. This is the produce

that looks deeply in the eyes of people that continually feel the need to say, "coloring books are just

for kids!" and tells them to "Hug Off!"The stories, the artistry, the unfettered enjoyment, and the

quality is unparalleled since color was created. Not many inventors can fully predict where their

hard-work will go, but in this case, I think Gutenberg knew EXACTLY what he was doing and what

was to come.Loved every page. Loved every nuance. Love every late night of filling colorfully filling

in the lives of all contained within Grimleigh's.Thanks for all the fishes,GeoffP.S. Geekshow says,

"Hey."

I have enjoyed Leigh's craft for years, including the Grimmleigh creations he & his wife would make,

the food prepared & distributed by the Kades, his storytelling, & his artwork on the page. While I am

hard pressed to draw a straight line with a rule in hand, this book has me wanting to hold a coloring

tool in an artistic way for the first time in many years. Along with the challenge to bring a colorful life

to his creatures, Leigh's stories for them (and giving others the chance to write stories for the

creatures) is a great bonus for the book. There will be future purchases as gifts for my more talented

family members. Maybe they will see the things I see, and now understand that it is not complete

madness (watch for floating balloons).

Coloring books for adults -- they're all the same. Intricate designs and shapes for us to fill in as a

means of meditation. Essentially, they're all kind of boring. But this one stands out because it

ditches the swirlies, blocks and triangles for actual images of creatures doing amazingly bizarre

things, and each image has its own story to go along with it.It's far more interesting than any other

adult coloring book out there. (I had to tell my niece & nephew they weren't allowed to color in it.)



I love this book! If you are a fan of completely off the wall creatures, or just a fan of saying: "How

would you even think of this stuff!?", then this is your book. I've always had to have something else

going on in the background when I'm coloring (like a TV show, or a Movie) but this book just sucked

me in from start to.... well... i still haven't finished... So start to page 3!
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